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What a year it has been on the podcast! Tune in this

Friday to hear a recap of some of the big ideas from the

podcast in 2019. Stacey will also discuss some of our

plans for 2020. 

Remember that we're always looking for new voices. You can

conduct an interview for the podcast or contribute in other

ways. Check out this blog post and feel free to email Stacey at

weteachlang@gmail.com to pitch your idea for an episode and

find out how to move forward!

http://www.weteachlang.com/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/11/12/become-a-contributor/


Raise your hand if one of your favorite parts of the 

podcast is learning about language teaching in 

different contexts, from different perspectives, and even in different contries?? Stacey

was excited last year to meet Lynne Jones and Louise Whyte when they attended

ACTFL '18 in New Orleans. And now, Lynne and Louise share with podcast listeners all

about the policies and programs supported by the Scottish government to ensure that

1) all students' home language is respected, and 2) all students will be able to learn two

additional languages throughout their school years.

Stacey Margarita Johnson (host and producer) is the current editor of

the AATSP journal Spanish and Portuguese Review. Volume 5 was

recently published; this is the first edition with Stacey as editor. In it,

there are articles about IPA assessments, explicit pronunciation

instruction, and motivation in a heritage language class.
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RECAP OF EPISODE 129: LANGUAGE POLICY

AND INNOVATION IN SCOTLAND WITH

LYNNE JONES AND LOUISE WHYTE

 

REACTIONS TO PAST EPISODES:

https://twitter.com/MeganJMyers/status/1207673120880037888?s=20
https://twitter.com/IngalaG2/status/1208764067768360961?s=20
https://twitter.com/RuizBurneo/status/1209912104721010688?s=20
https://twitter.com/SrMadel/status/1205841252962488320?s=20
https://twitter.com/vgilbertTEACH/status/1205493861545590784?s=20
https://spanishandportuguesereview.org/current-issue/
https://weteachlang.com/2019/12/20/129-with-lynne-jones-and-louise-whyte/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/WorldLanguageTeachers/
https://weteachlang.com/2019/05/31/ep-106-with-virginia-scott/

